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In this book, the four authors show us the condensed
experience how to design ship hull structures from a
practical viewpoint. In three parts, the book presents
the fundamentals, the theory and the application of
structural design of hulls. The topics are treated
comprehensively with an emphasis on how to
achieve reliable and efficient ship structures. The
authors have in particular introduced their
experiences with the rapid increase of ship sizes as
well as the introduction of ship types with a high
degree of specialization. The associated early
failures of these "new" structures have been
analyzed to provide the readers with illustrations why
structural design needs to be carried out on several
levels in order to ensure that correct loading is
applied and that local structural behaviour in properly
understood.
How do we incorporate strategy in everything that
we do? Can we make our lives and businesses more
meaningful with a practical strategic approach? The
authors of this book believe that it is not only
possible, but that strategy can be a powerful tool to
enrich our lives and provide focus to our thoughts
and relationships. They describe, with business case
studies enriched by examples from other walks of
life, a simple process to guide our strategic thinking.
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The ISM Code has been mandatory for almost every
commercial vessel in the world for more than a
decade and nearly two decades for high risk vessels,
yet there is very little case law in this area.
Consequently, there remains a great deal of
confusion about the potential legal and insurance
implications of the Code. This third edition
represents a major re-write and addresses
significant amendments that were made to the ISM
Code on 1st July 2010 and 1st January 2015. This
book provides practitioners with a practical overview
of, and much needed guidance on, the potential
implications of failing to implement the requirements
of the Code. It will be hugely valuable to DPAs,
managers of ship operating companies, ship
masters, maritime lawyers and insurance claims
staff.
This vintage book is a comprehensive manual on the
building of model clipper ships, with information on
constructing everything from the simplest waterline
types to fine scale models fit for exhibition. With
complete, easy-to-digest instructions and detailed
illustrations, this volume is ideal for novice model
enthusiast, and would make for a worthy addition to
collections of related literature. Contents include:
“Famous Clippers”, “Building Clipper Models”,
“Making a Waterline Model”, “Making a Scenic
Model”, “Modelling the Hull”, “Plank Built Hulls”,
“Modelling the 'Loch Torrens'”, “The Hull Stand”,
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“Masts and Spars”, “Deck Fittings”, “The Standing
Rigging”, “The Sails”, “The Running Rigging”, etc.
Many vintage books such as this are becoming
increasingly scarce and expensive. We are
republishing this volume now in an affordable, highquality edition complete with a specially
commissioned new introduction on model building.
Planning, executing and controlling the
implementation process for Oracle E-Business Suite
is no easy task, but done right can do wonders for
your business. Anant Porwal, a certified master in
Oracle Financials with twenty years of experience
helping businesses implement the suite of
applications, provides a comprehensive blueprint to
get the most value out of the product with this
implementation guide. The first section highlights
high-level features of core Oracle E-Business Suite
applications, including various technology pieces. It
also explains how the applications allow for flexibility
in accounting and in processing transactions. The
second section explores how to implement the suite
of applicationsfrom identifying the goals you want to
achieve, selecting and building an implementation
team, designing an implementation process,
documenting and tracking progress, and taking the
necessary steps to ensure implementation is a
success. A Practical Guide to Implement Oracle EBusiness Suite is must read for all members of
companies planning Oracle implementation including
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stakeholders, project managers, team members and
consultants alike, it provides insight into the
intricacies and efforts for implementing very complex
package, Oracle E-Business Suite.
Ship Design and Performance for Masters and Mates is
a quick to use, comprehensive reference that brings the
key information needed to understand ship design and
performance at your fingertips. The book covers all key
aspects of ship design and performance, supplemented
by exam revision one-liners. It does not assume detailed
theoretical knowledge, but rather builds up the reader's
understanding of how the elements of ship design
influence and impact on its performance, and how the
engineer, crew and operators can maximise the
performance of their vessel in operation. Written by an
experienced marine engineering consultant, author and
lecturer, this book presents key facts and formulas,
backed up throughout by relevant theory, illustrations
and photographs. It includes examples of modern shiptypes and their general particulars and covers topics
ranging from design and power coefficients to types of
ship resistance; types of ship speed; types of power on
ships; designing a ship's propeller; details of maximum
ship squats; the phenomena of interaction of ships in
confined waters; mechanisms for improving ship
handling; and improvements in power output. This book
is an essential introduction and reference for students
and those newly at sea, as well as for anyone involved
with ship design, marine engineering, naval architecture,
and the day-to-day operation of ships in port. *
Accessible information on understanding and improving
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ship performance at your fingertips * Ideal for marine
engineering students and those studying for certificates
of competency * Covers all key aspects of ship design
and performance, with exam revision one-liners
If you're ready to do powerful magick without using any
wands, robes, or altars, you need Practical Guide to
Creative Visualization by Denning & Phillips. In it you'll
learn everything you need to know to do this powerful
system of magick with the mind. First, the book explains
exactly what creative visualization is and what it is not.
Then it gives you a technique to relax your body and
mind, a necessity in order to get the most out of your
visualizations. You'll also learn how to use controlled
breathing in order to enhance the magick. Then you
learn a variety of visualization techniques that can help
you achieve your goals. The techniques include the
Simple Creative Visualization Method, the Charging
Technique, the Master Method of Creative Visualization,
and the Star Technique of Creative Visualization. Also
included in this book is a
Criteria for Movements of Moored Ships in HarboursA
Practical GuidePIANCChartering and shipping terms :
Practical guide for steamship companies, masters, ship's
officers, shipbrokers, exporters, importers, and for all
who are interested in the shipping industry. 2. Timesheet
supplement A-LA Consul's Manual and Shipowner's and
Shipmaster's Practical Guide in Their Transactions
AbroadWith Definitions of Nautical, Mercantile, and Legal
Terms ...A Practical Guide for British Shipmasters to
United States PortsChartering and Shipping
TermsPractical Guide for Steamship Companies,
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Masters, Ship's Officers, Shipbrokers, Exporters,
Importers and for All who are Interested in the Shipping
Industry. Timesheet supplement M-Z.A Practical Manual
of Shipping LawHow to Make Clipper Ship Models - A
Practical Manual Dealing with Every Aspect of Clipper
Ship Modelling from the Simplest Waterline Types to
Fine Scale Models Fit for Exhibition PurposesRead
Books Ltd
The commercial and environmental effects of the new
laws and practices are explained with reference to
relevant websites to aid the reader to find further details
and hopefully solutions to environmental difficulties
which will be the responsibility of the Environment
Agency, SEPA, Local Authorities, the Health and Safety
Executive, the Vehicle Operator Services Agency,
Customs and Excise and other named agencies. This
book is intended primarily for engineers, surveyors,
building contractors, accountants, geologists,
environmental scientists, insurers and controllers of
financial liability, transportation managers, local and
central government regulators and enforcers - and of
course, all who produce, manage, transport, reuse,
reclaim and recycle waste.
Dieses Buch enthält eine umfassende Beschreibung der
Schiffahrt in Großbritannien um 1914, welche zu dieser
Zeit gerade den Höhepunkt ihrer internationalen
Bedeutung und Tragweite erreicht hatte. Adam Kirkaldy
beschäftigt sich sowohl mit der Geschichte der
Schifffahrt als auch auch mit deren Organisation und
wichtigen Handelswegen.
Offering an array of fresh innovations to remedy the most
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daunting leadership challenges of today's complex and
rapidly evolving world, this practical how-to guide is for
anyone who has ever had qualms about his or her lack of
leadership experience or imagined limitations. • Explains how
to be a transformational leader under even the worst
conditions • Provides an analytical tool that helps leaders to
identify the pros and cons of various options and steer clear
of disastrous errors • Reinvents mentoring and feedback for
time-crunched leaders • Illustrates the importance of
becoming a mature leader in a millennial world • Shows how
to multiply creativity and agility in a hypercompetitive
environment
Managing the ever-changing nature and cross-disciplinary
challenges of the maritime sector demands a complete
understanding of the special characteristics of the maritime
space. The complexity of the operations of ships, ports,
shipping companies, and naval and coast guard maritime
security operations as well as the economic significance and
the in
Das Buch gibt den aktuellenStand der Hafengestaltung für
die unterschiedlichen Güterarten (Öl und LNG/LPG, Kohle
und Eisenerz, Getreide und Futtermittel, Container, Ro/Ro
und konventionelles Stückgut)wieder und wendet sich an die
im Hafenbau tätigen Ingenieure und an Studierende der
Fachrichtung Wasserbau. Über die Planung und den Entwurf
von Seehäfen ist aus der Perspektive der damit befassten
Bauingenieure/Wasserbauingenieure seit über 40 Jahren
kein Buch in deutscher Sprache erschienen. In diesem
Zeitraum hat das ständige Anwachsen der Umschlagmengen
zu immer größeren Schiffen und deren Spezialisierung
geführt. Diese Entwicklung hat Einfluss auf dieStandorte der
Häfen, Hafenzufahrten, Abmessungen und Gestaltung der
wasserseitigen Hafenflächen (Hafenbecken, Liegeplätze),
Umschlagverfahren und - anlagen, Lagerflächen, Kaianlagen
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und Pierkonstruktionen, Festmacheeinrichtungen usw.
TOC:Einteilung der Seehäfen.- Seeverkehr.- Umschlag und
techn. Einrichtungen in Seehäfen.- Zufahrten, Einfahrten,
Hafenbecken.- Bauwerke.- Wellenschutz für Seehäfen.Hafenbezogene Dienste.- Belastungen/Kräfte.- Baustoffe im
Hafenbau.- Nassbaggerei.- Entsorgung von Baggergut.Offshore Installations.- Kolkschutz.- Korrosionsschutz.About the book The purpose of this book is to enable the
taxable person to understand the applicability and impact of
GST provisions with respect to the Real Estate Industry. The
comprehensive and in-depth practical knowledge of the four
authors would help in implementation of the provisions in an
easy manner. This book is divided into eight parts as follows:
Part 1 - Introduction and Overview Part 2 - GST impact
analysis on real estate developers: Complex Developers,
Joint development, contractors and other income. Part 3 Detailed operational law containing classification, registration,
tax credits, documentation, payments etc. Part 4 - Detailed
procedural law containing assessment, audit, advance ruling,
appeals, penalties, demands etc. Part 5 - Tax planning
avenues, GST and RERA, Transitional provisions Part 6 Disputes and department actions, [focussing on possible
dispute area & resolution]. Part 7 - Role of Professionals from
GST audit and tax planning perspective. Part 8 Miscellaneous: 220+ FAQs and filled forms. Appendices
containing FAQs released by CBIC and Important
Notifications. Key Features Detailed and practical analysis of
the GST provisions with case laws pertaining to the real
estate industry. Covering all possible dispute areas along with
their resolutions. Detailed analysis of the tax planning aspect.
Covering extensive FAQs for removal of doubts. Blank as well
as filled forms for better understanding. Detailed discussion
on the role of professionals on how they can help in various
GST matters. Visit http://bit.ly/GSTrealestate for Free online
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updates and important information.
This book offers an introduction to the fundamental principles
and systematic methodologies employed in computational
approaches to ship design. It takes a detailed approach to the
description of the problem definition, related theories,
mathematical formulation, algorithm selection, and other core
design information. Over eight chapters and appendices the
book covers the complete process of ship design, from a
detailed description of design theories through to cutting-edge
applications. Following an introduction to relevant
terminology, the first chapters consider ship design equations
and models, freeboard calculations, resistance prediction and
power estimation. Subsequent chapters cover topics including
propeller deign, engine selection, hull form design, structural
design and outfitting. The book concludes with two chapters
considering operating design and economic factors including
construction costs and fuel consumption. The book reflects
first-hand experiences in ship design and R&D activities, and
incorporates improvements based on feedback received from
many industry experts. Examples provided are based on
genuine case studies in the field. The comprehensive
description of each design stage presented in this book offers
guidelines for academics, researchers, students, and
industrial manufactures from diverse fields, including ocean
engineering and mechanical engineering. From a commercial
point of view the book will be of great value to those involved
in designing a new vessel or improving an existing ship.

The british shipping industry was at the peak of its
international importance in 1914 when Kirkaldy set
out to describe it and sketch its history in a unique
way.
This study explores the history of tramp-shipping in
the United Kingdom, between
1750 and 1914. It
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defines 'tramp' as steamships exclusively hulled with
iron or steel. The purpose of the journal is to keep
the history of tramp-shipping from fading into
obscurity, as the author believes the tramp steamer
does not invoke sentimentality nor provide enough
glamour to sustain the same level of maritime
interest enjoyed by sailing ships or ocean liners. The
study is split into four major sections, the first
concerning tramp-shipping, ownership, and capital
formation; the second concerning trade, specifically
copper ore and African guano; the third studies
tramp seamen - particularly sea masters; and the
final and largest section considers individual trampshipping regions, further subdivided by region Wales, the Northwest, the West Country, the
Northeast, the Southeast, and Canada. The volume
is punctuated with statistics, tables, charts,
glossaries, and concludes with a bibliography of
author Robin Craig's further maritime writing.
Continuous Delivery ermöglicht es, Software viel
schneller und mit wesentlich höherer Zuverlässigkeit
in Produktion zu bringen, als es bisher möglich war.
Grundlage dafür ist eine Continuous-DeliveryPipeline, die das Ausrollen der Software weitgehend
automatisiert und so einen reproduzierbaren,
risikoarmen Prozess für die Bereitstellung neuer
Releases bietet. Dieses Buch macht Sie mit dem
Aufbau einer Continuous-Delivery-Pipeline vertraut
und erklärt, welche Technologien Sie dazu einsetzen
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können. Dabei lernen Sie u.a. folgende Themen
kennen: • Infrastruktur-Automatisierung mit Chef,
Docker und Vagrant • Automatisierung von Builds
und Continuous Integration • Akzeptanztests,
Kapazitätstests, exploratives Testen • Einführung
von Continuous Delivery im Unternehmen •
Continuous Delivery und DevOps • Auswirkungen
auf die Softwarearchitektur Als praktisches Beispiel
wird ein konkreter Technologie- Stack vorgestellt.
Zahlreiche Aufgaben und Vorschläge für
weitergehende Experimente laden Sie darüber
hinaus zur praktischen Vertiefung des Themas ein.
Nach der Lektüre können Sie abschätzen, welche
Vorteile Continuous Delivery konkret bietet, und Sie
verfügen über das nötige Handwerkszeug, um
Continuous Delivery in Ihrem eigenen Arbeitsumfeld
zu etablieren. Die Neuauflage wurde in Bezug auf
Werkzeuge wie Docker, Jenkins, Graphite und den
ELK-Stack aktualisiert. An neuen Themen sind
Docker Compose, Docker Machine, Immutable
Server, Microservices und die Einführung von
Continuous Delivery ohne DevOps hinzugekommen.
In the future, a heroic captain and his crew explore
the Galaxy in a really fast spacecraft. The crew's
standing orders are: "...to explore strange new
worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to
boldly go where no man has gone before."™ Simple,
straightforward -- that's Star Trek.® So what's all the
fuss? Why do news crews always seem to find
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someone, somewhere dressed up in a Star Trek
costume? What could be so interesting to so many
people? Star Trek 101 is the answer. You'll learn just
a little about the heroes (Captain Kirk believes that
man wasn't meant to live in paradise), the villains
(Klingons have a thirst for conquest), and the
important aliens (Vulcans live their lives by logic). In
the handy recaps for all things Star Trek, you'll
discover that the television shows and movies run
the gamut from action-adventure to comedy. Just
want to sample? The ten essential episodes are
offered for your consideration. Star Trek 101 is a
quick primer of the television shows and movies that
carry the Star Trek name.
Die Neuauflage dieser beliebten, leicht
verständlichen und anwenderorientierten Einführung
in die ICP-Emissionspektrometrie umfaßt die
praxisrelevanten Grundlagen, gerätetechnische
Informationen, eine Anleitung zur
Methodenentwicklung sowie viele praktische
Anwendungsbeispiele.
This Practical Guide presents one of the most complete
overviews of this important topic, covering smoke generation
(including obscuration, toxicity, corrosivity), small and large
scale smoke assessment, regulation of smoke, and methods
of controlling smoke by plastics formulation. In particular this
book focuses on the assessment of fire hazard and fire risks
from combustion products and is an important book for
plastics processors, regulatory personnel, and fire research
and safety engineers. This book presents a state of the art
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overview of smoke formation from natural and synthetic
polymeric materials. Also presented is a discussion on why
different commercial polymers have different intrinsic
tendencies to generate smoke and ways in which smoke
generation can be assessed. Mechanisms and general
approaches for decreasing smoke formation are
examined.This book also gives an overview of flammability
tests for measuring smoke formation. In particular, the
criticality of assessing smoke formation in realistic scale is
discussed. An overview is provided of regulations, codes and
standards for critical application of polymeric materials where
smoke generation is controlled. Common commercial
approaches to decrease smoke formation in specific polymer
systems and for specific applications are also presented.
Finally, a balanced opinion on the controversial issue of
smoke and associated combustion gases is given.
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